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ABSTRACT: In the present study, numerical study of Al2O3-water nanofluid flow in different coiled wire inserted tubes are performed
to investigate the effects of inserting coiled wires in tubes on the fluid dynamic and heat transfer performance ofv nanofluids. The
numerical simulations of nanofluids are performed using two phase mixture model. The flow regime and the wall boundary conditions
are assumed to be laminar and constant heat flux respectively. The effects of inserting coiled wires in tubes on different parameters such
as heat transfer coefficient, pressure drop, temperature distribution, velocity distribution and secondary flows are presented and
discussed. The results show that using coiled wire in tubes leading to increase in ℎ about 13.44% but increase the Δp about 14.66% with
respect to the flow without nanofluid and coiled wire. Similarly, using nanofluid leading to increase in ℎ about 5.52% but increase the
Δp about 8.92%. Finally, using both of the mentioned heat transfer enhancement mechanisms leading to increase in ℎ about 17.51% but
increase the value of Δp about 22.86%.
KEYWORDS: CFD; Coiled wires; Mixture model; Nanofluid; Two phase model

Introduction
Heat Transfer Enhancement (HTE) in the tubes used in
various industrial applications and consequently reducing
the volume of industrial equipment is a subject that has
been investigated by engineers and researchers for many
years. In general, the heat transfer enhancing methods can
be divided into active and passive approaches; which the
passive method, due to its ease of use and lower cost, has
greatly attracted the attention of the researchers and
engineers. An important and useful way of passively
enhancing the amount of heat transfer in tubes is the use of
a nanofluid instead of base fluid. A nanofluid refers to a
compound in which solid, and mostly metallic, particles at
nano sizes (usually less than 100 nm) are added to an
ordinary fluid and help increase the value of the mixture
conductivity and thus improve the amount of heat transfer
in that fluid. Due to a considerable enhancement of heat
transfer and a negligible pressure drop achieved by
nanofluids, relative to base fluids, the use of nanofluids has
become very commonplace in recent years [1-7]. Das et al.
[1] experimentally investigated the effects of different
parameters (e.g., temperature, nanoparticle volume fraction,
etc.) on the thermal conductivity of nanofluids. They
ultimately presented a relation for thermal conductivity of
nanofluids as a function of temperature, nanoparticle
volume fraction, etc.

In addition to costly experimental studies, the numerical
simulation of nanofluids using Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) techniques is another effective approach
in analyzing the performance of nanofluids [4, 5]. In
general, for the numerical simulation of nanofluids, there
are two methods called the single-phase and two-phase,
with the two-phase method being much more exact [6]. The
two-phase method itself has different categories, including
the Eulerian-Eulerian method, mixture method, etc. Using
the three methods of two-phase Eulerian-Eulerian, twophase mixture, and single-phase homogeneous, Lotfi et al.
[7] simulated the Al2O3-water nanofluid flow in circular
tubes. By comparing the simulation results with the
experimental data, they came to the conclusion that the
two-phase mixture method is the most exact method among
the existing approaches. In this article also, the two-phase
mixture method is used for the numerical simulation of
nanofluid flow in coiled wire inserted tubes.
The other method to enhance the heat transfer value is
using tube inserts like twisted tapes, brushes, and coiled
wires. Due to low cost and their capability for easy
installing or removing inside the tubes (for cleaning
purposes), the coiled wire inserts usage is growing [8].
Some researchers have studied heat transfer and pressure
drop during forced convection in tubes with inserts.
Salimpour and Gholami [8] used coiled wires to augment
heat transfer coefficient in condensation of R-404A vapor.
Kumar et al. [9] studied heat transfer enhancement during
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Nomenclature
a
Cp
Cf
C
d

Acceleration (m s-2)
Speciific heat (J kg-1 K-1)
Skin friction coefficiient
Constant in Eq. (14)
Coil diameter
d
(m)

D
dp
g
h
Gr
k
kB
L
Nu
p
Pr

Tube diameter (m)
Diam
meter of nanoparrticles (m)
Graviitational accelerration (m s-2)
Locall heat transfer coefficient
c
(W/m
m2K)
Grash
hof number (=g
gβmq"D4h/kmν2m)
mal conductivitty (W m-1 K-1)
Therm
J K-1)
Boltzzmann constant (=1.3807  10-23
Length of tubes (m)
Nusseelt Number (=h
hDh/k)
Coil pitch
p
(m)
Prand
dtl number (=αm/νm)
Heat flux (W m-2)
Reyn
nolds number (=
=VDh/νm)

Re

T
β
ε
η
λ
ζ
θ
μ
ν
ρ
σ
φ
ψ
B
BF
ddr
f
i

C
Condensation of R-22 insiide a horizon
ntal twisted taape
iinserted tube. Hejazi et al. [1
10] studied thee condensation
n of
R
R-134a in horiizontal tubes equipped
e
with twisted
t
tapes and
a
ddeveloped a neew correlation for prediction of pressure dro
op.
Salimpour an
nd Yarmohamm
madi [11, 12
2] reported bo
oth
eenhanced heaat transfer and
d increased pressure
p
drop of
ttwisted tape in
nserted tubes during
d
condensation of R-404
4A,
eexperimentally
y. They observ
ved that the inssertion of twistted
ttape inside horizontal
h
tub
bes increases the condensiing
ppressure drop up to 239% compared to plain
p
tubes on
n a
nnominal area basis.
b
Agrawal et al. [13] useed coiled wiress to
aaugment heat transfer coeffi
ficient in condeensation of R--22
vvapor. Akhavaan-Behabadi et
e al. [14, 15]] performed tw
wo
eexperimental studies on heeat transfer enhancement and
a
ppressure drop
p increase of R-134a cond
densation insiide
hhorizontal tubees with spring inserts. They observed
o
that the
t
iinsertion of helically coiled
d wires inside horizontal tub
bes
aaugments the pressure
p
loss from
fr
260% to 1600%
1
comparred
tto the plain tub
be values.
Eiamsa-ard and Kiatkittipong [16] performed an
eexperimental and
a numerical study to investigate the efffect
oof using multip
ple twisted tap
pes with different configuratiion
oon the heat traansfer and fluid
d flow of TiO2-water
nanoflu
uid.
D
Despite the larrge amount off research devo
oted to the efffect
oof tube insertss on the nanoffluid flow and
d two-phase flo
ow
((boiling and condensation),
c
it is noted th
hat there is not a
rresearch which
h investigate th
he details of flu
uid flow and heat
ttransfer perforrmance of nano
ofluids in coiiled wire insertted
ttubes using CFD
C
study. In
n the present study, numerical
study of Al2O3-water nanoflu
uid flow in diffferent coiled wire
w
iinserted tubes are performed to investigaate the effects of
iinserting coileed wires in tubes on the flu
uid dynamic and
a
hheat transfer performance of nanofluids.

Temperatture (K)
Greek Syymbols
thermal exxpansion coeffiicient (K-1)
porosity
similarityy variable
⁄
transversee curvature
2ξ⁄Re
x ⁄r
dimensionnlessstreamwisee coordinate
dimensionnless temperatuure
dynamic vviscosity (kg m-1 s-1)
kinematicc viscosity (m2s-1)
Density (kkg m-3)
electric coonductivity s A m kg
nanoparticle volume fracction
streamlinee function
r ν u x ⁄ f ξξ, η
Subscriptts
Base fluidd
Drift
Fluid
Inlet condditions

Matheematical mod
delling
Geomeetry
The geometry of ppresent simulaations containss different
coiled wire inserted tubes with ddifferent coil and pitch
diameteer. The schem
matic of a coileed wire inserteed tube is
shown iin Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The schem
matic geometry of considered probleem

Mixturre model
In thhe present studyy, numerical sttudy of nanofluuid flow is
perform
med using mixtture model whhich is a singlee fluid two
phase aapproach. Thiss method invesstigates equilibbrium over
spatial length scales. In this methodd each phase hhas its own
velocityy field, and inn a given conntrol volume there is a
certain fraction of baase fluid and nnanoparticles. Instead of
utilizingg the governinng equations oof each phase sseparately,
it solvees the continuity, momentum
m and energy equations
for thee mixture, and the volumee fraction equuation for
nanopaarticles.
The eqquations for thhe steady statte conditions and mean
flow arre:
 Coontinuity:
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.(  mVm )  0


The acceleration (a) in equation 9 is

(1)

a  g  ( Vm . )Vm

Momentum:
.(  mVm Vm )  P  .(  m Vm )  .
n

(



 k  k Vdr , k Vdr , k )   m ,i  m g (T  Ti )

Nanofluid mixture properties
The mixture properties for Al2O3-water nanofluid are
calculated based on following expressions:
 Density [19]:

(2)

k 1



 m   p  ( 1   )  f

Energy:
n

 .(   k V k (  k H k  P ))  .( k m  T )



(3)

k 1



(11)

(12)

Specific heat capacity [20]:

(  C p )m   (  C p ) p  ( 1   )(  C p ) f

(13)

Volume fraction:

.( P  PVm )  .( P  PVdr ,P )



m   f 

Where Vm is the mass average velocity:
n

Vm 


k 1

k

 k Vk

m

In equation 2, Vdr,k is the drift velocity for nanoparticles:

 3


dp
6

C

(15)

(16)

( C 1 d p  C 2 )  ( C 3 d p  C 4 )

f

(17)

Where C1, C2, C3 and C4 are given as:

 
 V pf   k k V fk
k 1  m
n

(8)

C 1   0 .000001133 , C 2   0 .000002771
C 3  0 .00000009 , C 4   0 .000000393

The relative velocity and drag function are calculated
using Manninen et al. [17] and Schiller and Naumann [18]
relations respectively, as follows:

f drag

1
dp

(7)

The relation between drift velocity and relative velocity
is as follows:

 P d P2 (  P   m )
a
P
18  f f drag

1  0.15 Re P0.687

0.0183 Re P

(14)

C in equation 14 is defined as:

V pf  V p  V f

V pf 

18 k B T
 p d p

VB 

(6)

The slip velocity (relative velocity) is calculated as the
velocity of nanoparticles relative to the velocity of base
fluid:

Vdr , p

 pVB d p2
72 C 

Where VB and δ are the Brownian motion of
nanoparticles and the distance between nanoparticles
respectively and is calculated from:

(5)

Vdr ,k  Vk  Vm

Dynamic viscosity [21]:

(4)



for

Re P  1000

for

Re P  1000

Thermal conductivity [22]:

df
kp
km
 1  64.7 0.7460 ( )0.3690 ( )0.7476
kf
dp
kf

(9)

Pr f

0.9955

Re1.2321
f

(10)

Where Ref and Prf can be expressed as:
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Re f 

k BT
3 2  f

(20)

Pr f 


f f

(21)

is employed to solve the coupling between the velocity and
pressure fields.
To make sure that the obtained results are independent of
the size and the number of generated grids, several grids
with different sizes along the axial, radial and angular
directions has been tested for each coiled wire inserted
tube; and it has been attempted to consider for each tube the
best grid, with the highest accuracy and the lowest
computation cost.
The investigated tubes contain between 2 and 3 million
elements. Figure 2 shows a sample of grid generation for
coiled wire inserted tubes.

Where λf is the MFP (mean free path) of water molecular
(λf = 0.17 nm), kB is Boltzmann constant (kB= 1.3807 × 10-23
J/K) and η can be defined by the following equation:
B

  A.10T C , A  2.414 105 ,

(22)

B  247.8, C  140


Thermal expansion coefficient [23]:





p
1
1



m 
f
 ( 1   ) f  f
 p 
1
1 

1    f 
 p


(23)

Fig. 2. The schematic geometry of considered problem

Validations
To attain the confidence about the numerical study, it is
necessary to compare the results with the available data.
Figure 3 compares the local heat transfer coefficient (h) and
local friction factor (Cf) for a plain tube without coiled wire
of present study with the available data of Mirmasoumi and
Behzadmehr [25] and Shariat et al. [26]. As is evident from
this figure the present simulations agree well with the
available data.

Boundary conditions
For numerical simulation, the equations of previous
sections should be solved subject to the following
boundary conditions:
 Tubes inlet:



Vm ,z  Vi , Vm ,x  Vm ,y  0

(24a)

T  Ti

(24b)

  i

(24c)

Numerical simulations of Al2O3-water nanofluid flow are
performed in different coiled wire inserted tubes to
investigate the effects of inserting coiled wires in tubes on
the fluid dynamic and heat transfer performance of
nanofluids.

Fluid-wall interface:

V m , x  V m , y  V m ,z  0

(25a)

T
n

(25b)

q w  k m


RESULTS

Effect of different enhancement mechanism
In heat exchangers the heat transfer coefficient and
pressure drop are two important parameters and should be
investigated simultaneously [5].
Therefore in the result section, heat transfer coefficient
and pressure drop values of two different heat transfer
enhancement mechanisms namely using nanofluid and
using coiled wire in tubes are presented and compared with
each other.
As shown in Table 1, using coiled wire in tubes leading
to increase in ℎ about 13.44% but increase the Δp about
14.66% with respect to the flow without nanofluid and
coiled wire (a plain tube working with base fluid).
Similarly, using nanofluid leading to increase in ℎ about
5.52% but increase the Δp about 8.92%.

w

Tubes outlet: Zero gradient is applied to hydrodynamic
variables and constant gradient is applied to
temperature [4-5, 24]:

Numerical methods
The numerical study is performed using the finite volume
method. A second order upwind method is used for the
convective and diffusive terms and the SIMPLE algorithm
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in Figur
ure 1). Moreoveer the detailed effects of channging on
the tem
mperature andd velocity disttributions at the outlet
section are shown in F
Figures 4 and 5 respectively.

(a)
(

Fig. 4.. Effect of changinng coil diameter onn temperature distrribution in
nanofluid flow
w

Fig. 5. Effect of changging coil diameter on velocity distribbution in
w
nanofluid flow

(b)
(
Fig. 3. Comp
parison of (a) h an
nd (b) Cf of the preesent numerical
simulation with the
t available data for a plain tube (R
Re=300, Gr=90000
0,
dp=10nm,Φ=2%)

As shoown in the firsst row of Tablle 2, increase in from
0.05 too 0.015 leadinng to increase in ℎ about 33.02% but
increasee the Δp aboutt 7.16%.

Ta
able 1
Thermophysiical properties off the working flu
uid and the nano
o
parrticle.
Physical prop
perties
J⁄kg K
kg⁄m
W ⁄m K
10 m ⁄s
10 K

Fluid
d phase
(water)
4179
4
997.1
9
0.613
0
1.47
21

It seeems that usingg coiled wire w
with higher

is a good

idea foor increasing thhe heat transffer value and tthe higher
pressurre drop value oof this idea cann be compensaated with a
pressurre compensatioon device such as pump. Morreover it is
obviouss from Figuress 4 and 5 thatt the maximum
m value of
fluid teemperature andd fluid velocitty is strengtheened using
greater .
Secoondary flows oor secondary vvelocity vectorrs inside a
tube plaay an effectivee role in the am
mount of heat ttransfer in
tubes.
The ssecondary flow
ws are createed as a resuult of the
differennce between nnanofluid densities in the uupper and
lower rregions of the ttube [26]. Figuure 6 illustratess the effect
of channging on the secondary vecctors of the naanofluid at
the outtlet sections off different coiiled wire inserrted tubes.
As it iss obvious from
m this figure, thhe secondary vvectors are
strengthhened due to uusing coiled wirres with greateer .

ano particle (Cu
u)
Na
385
8933
400
1163.1
1.67

Finally, usin
ng both of the mentioned
m
mecchanisms leadiing
tto increase in ℎ about 17.51% but increasee the value of Δp
aabout 22.86% with respect to the flow without
w
nanoflu
uid
aand coiled wirre.
It is obv
vious from thee mentioned data
tthat increase of
o heat transferr value due to using
u
coiled wire
w
iis more than th
hat of using nanofluid and similarly
s
increaase
oof pressure dro
op due to usin
ng nanofluid is less than that of
uusing coiled wire.
w
The reasson of this prroblem is greaater
m
mixing of fluiid inside tubees due to using coiled wire in
ttubes.

Effect of coil pitch
Effecct of changingg
on the ℎ aand Δp are shoown in the
second row of Tablee 2. Moreoverr the detailed effects of
mperature and velocity distriibutions at
changinng on the tem
the outllet section are shown in Figuures 7 and 8 resspectively.

E
Effect of coill diameter
Effect of ch
hanging on the ℎ and Δp, are shown in the
t
ffirst row of Taable 2 (definitio
ons of d, D and p are presentted
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Tab
ble 2
Effect of different parameteers on the averag
ge heat transfer
coefficient an
nd pressure drop.
Effect
Chang
ges
Changes
of
Va
Δp(pa)
alue
in
(w/m2k))
in h (%)
Variable
%)
Δp(%
0.05
0
544.06
0.00
9.91
0.00
0
d
0.10
0
550.11
1.11
10.05
1.41
D
0.15
0
560.50
3.02
10.62
7.16
6
5
550.11
0.00
10.05
0.00
0
p
10
541.25
-1.61
9.83
-2.18
8
D
13
523.78
-4.78
9.51
-5.37
7
100
1
477.57
0.00
8.94
0.00
0
Re
300
3
550.11
15.18
10.05
12.4
41
500
5
614.78
28.73
11.35
26.9
95
0
489.42
0.00
9.84
0.00
0
(%)
1.5
1
550.11
12.40
10.05
2.11
3
591.32
20.82
10.19
3.52
2
20
2
561.48
0.00
10.09
0.00
0
d P ( nm )
40
4
550.11
-2.02
10.05
-0.39
9
100
1
525.94
-6.32
10.08
-0.09
9
45
5000
476.25
0.00
10.01
0.00
0
Gr
90
0000
550.11
15.50
10.05
0.39
9
135
5000
648.29
36.12
10.11
0.99
9

As sshown in the ssecond row off Table 2, incrrease in
from 5 to 13 leadinng to decrease in ℎ about 44.78% but
decreasse the Δp aboout 5.37%. It sseems that usiing coiled
wire wiith smaller
is a good ideaa for increasinng the heat
transferr and the higheer pressure droop value of thiis idea can
be com
mpensated with a device such as pump. Morreover it is
obviouss from Figuress 7 and 8 thatt the maximum
m value of
fluid teemperature andd fluid velocityy does not channge due to
with different . However as shown in
using ccoiled wires w
Figure 9, the secondary vectors aree weakened duue to using
wires with greeater . The reeason of this pproblem is
coiled w
smallerr mixing of ffluid due to uusing coiled w
wires with
greater .

Fig. 99. Effect of changinng coil pitch on seecondary velocity vvectors in
nanofluid flow
w

Conclu
usion
Al2O 3-water nanofluid flow inn different cooiled wire
insertedd tubes has beeen numericallly studied to iinvestigate
the effe
fects of insertinng coiled wirees in tubes onn the fluid
dynamiic and heat traansfer perform
mance of nanoffluids. The
two phhase mixture model and cconstant heat flux wall
boundaary condition have been em
mployed in thhe laminar
regime..
The results show ed that usingg coiled wire in tubes
leadingg to increase inn ℎ about 13.444% but increaase the Δp
about 114.66% with rrespect to the flow without nanofluid
and coiiled wire.
Simiilarly, using naanofluid leadinng to increase iin ℎ about
5.52% bbut increase thhe Δp about 8.992%. Finally, uusing both
of the mentioned heeat transfer ennhancement meechanisms
leadingg to increase in ℎ about 17.51% but increasee the value
of Δp aabout 22.86%.
Increease of heat traansfer value duue to using coilled wire is
more thhan that of usinng nanofluid aand similarly inncrease of
pressurre drop due too using nanoflluid is less thaan that of
using ccoiled wire. Inccreasing from
m 0.05 to 0.0115 leading

Fig. 6. Effect of changing coil diaameter on secondaary velocity vectors
in nano
ofluid flow

Fig. 7. Effect of changing coil pitch
p
on temperatu
ure distribution in
nanoffluid flow

to increease in ℎ aboout 3.02% butt increase the Δp about
7.16%.
Increeasing from 5 to 13 leadingg to decrease iin ℎ about
4.78% bbut decrease thhe Δp about 5.37%. Using ccoiled wire
with grreater
and sm
maller is a good idea for increasing
the heat
at transfer valuee and the higheer pressure drop value

y distribution in
Fig. 8. Effect of changing coiil pitch on velocity
nanoffluid flow
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of this idea can be compensated with a pressure
compensation device such as pump. The secondary vectors
of nanofluid are strengthened due to using coiled wires with [13]
greater and smaller .
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